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ABSTRACT
Rabbit haemorrhagic disease (RHD) is highly contagious acute fatal viral disease of rabbits

and widely distributed in Egypt. Vaccination considcred to be the most important tool for
controlling the disease. The present work was planned to study some aspects related to
epidemiology of Rabbit Haemorrhagic Disease Virus (RHDV) outbreaks, which occurred among
vaccinated rabbitary flocks from 2005 to 2010. A total of 25 suspected RHD outbreaks were
investigated for the disease history, virus detection by haemagglutination test(HA) for clarified
representative liver homogenate and serological examination by haemagglutination inhibition
test (HI). In addition, pathotyping and molecular characterization of some recovered circulating
field strains was determined and protection studies were conducted. The field survey revealed
variable mortality rate from 15 t020% for Cunipravac (Laboratories Hipra) vaccinated flocks and
22-30% for SVRI (Veterinary Serum and Vaccine Research Institute) vaccinated flocks. The
end point of HA titer expressed as log 2 ranged from 27 to 210. Antibody response in rabbitary
flocks under investigation during the course of RHD revealed HI titer(Log 2) from I :80 to I:
640. At assessing protection efficacy of available RHD vaccines, the complete protection was
recorded in rabbits vaccinated with circulating RHD field virus vaccine. Egyptian circulating
field RHD viruses are not closely related to some of the available commercial vaccinal strains
and mutation continues to occur and the emergence of new variant strains should be considered
for strategic plan for controlling RHD outbreaks in order to reduce economic losses.

INTRODUCTION

Rabbit haemorrhagic disease (RHD) is
higWy contagious acute fatal disease of rabbits.
RHD is one of the major viral diseases which
threatens rabbit population ,outbreaks were first
reported in China, (1) and later recorded in other
cOlmtries of Asia, different European countries,
Mexico and elsewhere, (2). The disease was
introduced into Egypt in 1992 (3,4).
Subsequently ,outbrcaks were recorded in
several governorates (5-8).

RHD is characterized by high morbidity and
mortality rate from 40- 90 %. Infection occurs in
rabbits of all ages but clinical disease is only
observed in adults and young animals older than
40-50 days (9). Clinical manifestation including
non specific symptoms pyrexia and dullness are
often encountered accompanied by nervous
signs, but respiratory signs as dyspnea and frothy
bloody nasal discharge may be observed in later

stages of the disease. The most severely affected
organs were lung and liver, which is brownish
red and fragile, often with a marked lobular
pattern (10).

The causative agent of RHD is calcivirus, a
positive-sense single stranded RNA virus..
Virion is 30±40 nm in diameter, shows a
characteristic morphology and is composed of a
major protein of 60 kDa (VP60). The 7±5 kb
positive-sense ssRNA genome encodes a large
precursor polyprotein which undergoes
proteolytic cleavage to yield mature proteins (11,
12). The C-terminal region of the polyprotein
gives rise to the polypeptide p60, which is
detected by antibodies against the capsid protein,
viral particles also encapsidate an abundant
VP60-linked poly adenylated sub genomic
RNA of about 2.2 kb (13).

Control policy mainly depends on
vaccination using inactivated fonnalized vaccine
























